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Since the beginning of the 1980s, the
automobile equipment sector has been concentrated
and reorganised on the international level to
assume a greater role in the technological
development and partial-chassis vehicle assembly,
in order to follow builders in their foreign set-ups
and face the intensification of world competition.

The French automobile equipment-builder
sector, which at the beginning was greatly
segmented, did not escape this process.  However,
it was only at the outset of the 1990s that most of
the major French suppliers (Bertrand-Faure, Plastic
Omnium, Labinal, ECIA…) developed their own
globalisation strategies.

The Valéo group is the only one to have been
"Europeanised" and progressively internationalised
as soon as 1980.  In ten years, France’s share in
Valéo’s turnover went from 54% in 1986 to 32% in
1995 (versus 58% for Reydel and 42% for
Bertrand-Faure in 1996).  At Valéo, only 25 out of
a total of 92 sites are still currently in France.1

                                                
1 All the turnovers and facts cited (mergers, acquisitions, joint
ventures, financial participation and creation of new sites)

In  the  first  part, Valéo’s  external  growth  and
Europeanisation   from   1986  will  be  studied.

In  the   second  part, we  shall  focus  on
Valéo’s  internal  restructuring  policy (givingup
of  peripheral  activities,  regrouping and  moder-
nisation  of  production  sites, etc.)  which  was
carried  out  between  1989  and 1992, notably  to
gather  the   necessary  financial  resources  for  the
globalisation  of  the  group’s  leading  branches.

In the third part, we shall study the
characteristics and stakes of these branch’s
internationalisation,  which, for some of them,
meant setting up R&D centres abroad and
strengthening  their  moves toward North and
South  America,  Germany  and  the  U.K., but

                                                                            
come from the annual results of the group and the data issued
by the Valéo Communications Department, as well as from the
CCFA (French Chamber of Automobile Builders) Press
Review. I have also reused some of the data from my
dissertation during which I visited approximately 10 Valéo
production sites in France and four of its research centres
(Laigle 1996).



also meant creating  new production  sites  in
Eastern  Europe  and  in  Asia..

EXTERNAL GROWTH AND EUROPEA-
NISATION OF THE VALEO GROUP
FROM 1986

With the globalisation of exchanges and
competition came concentration (Amin and Sadler,
1995), hierarchical organisation (Chanaron et de
Banville, 1996) and growing globalisation (Helper
et Sako, 1996) of the world’s leading auto makers.
In the case of France, this sector’s globalisation
took place in two stages.  At the beginning of the
1980s, penetration of the auto manufacturing
market by foreign groups could be seen (in
particular German, British and American auto
makers), whereas French builders did not even
seem to take notice of the importance of such a
phenomenon (Laigle, 1996a).  In the second half of
the 1980s, French suppliers would regroup and lead
their industrial and technological redeployment,
under the impetus of auto builders (PSA and
Renault) who from then on would be committed to
a change in their relationships as industrial and
technological partners with their equipment
manufacturers (Laigle, 1996b).

Make-up of the Valéo Group by External
Growth

In 1980, the French limited company Ferodo
became Valéo.  The group was strengthened at the
beginning of the 1980s by external and sectorially
diversified acquisitions.2  In 1986, when Valéo was
losing money, its financial capital was restructured
with investments from an Italian businessman
Carlo de Benedetti (28% of its capital).  The latter
called in N. Goutard as C.E.O. of Valéo and gave
him the mission of putting the firm back into its
core industry as an auto equipment manufacturer,
as well as carrying out its European redeployment.

The C.E.O. then got rid of subsidiaries
belonging to other industrial sectors, merged  and
regrouped certain branches, and above all
proceeded with acquisitions in more profitable

                                                
2 The group attempted to diversify into sectors such as
construction (Isba), founderies or steelmaking (Allevard steel
springs).

domains of the automobile sector : lighting and
signalling, motors and passenger temperature
control, electronics and passenger safety, as
illustrated in the box below.

In 1990, the Valéo group was thus made up of
six divisions : lighting-signalling (headlights and
blinkers), electrical systems (alternators, starters,
etc.), wiping systems (wipers and their electric
motors), passenger safety (locking and alarm
systems, etc.), clutches, friction materials (clutch
boxes and automatic transmission boxes),
passenger temperature control (air conditioning
systems, electricity supply, etc.) and distribution
(commercial networks for spare parts).

Valéo’s Globalisation Centred in Different
European Countries until 1989

The 1970s and 1980s were essentially
characterised  by a Europeanisation of the Valéo
group. Its expansion into Italy dated from the
beginning of the 1970s, where, after having
launched the manufacturing of clutches, Valéo first
bought firms specialised in lighting, then  in
radiator cooling systems  and heating  systems.3

Likewise during the 1980s, Valéo did not stop
strengthening its  presence among German builders
by buying, in 1988, the German firm Tibbe and by
opening new production sites at Reichenbach in
Saxony to manufacture clutch systems, a site
whose capacities would be increased with the
purchase of  the clutch activities of  Renak Werke
three years later. Still in Germany, for its
"passenger safety" branch, Valéo created a
Research centre on the  Erdweg site.4 The group
also spread its activities to Spain, up to 1990,

                                                
3 Very quickly—from 1974—the expansion of these
production sites was accompanied by the opening of R&D and
distribution centres.  Since then, Valéo has not stopped
strengthening its presence among Italian builders by equipping
a significant part of Italian Fiat models with clutches and
radiators, and by expanding its distribution network.  In 1985,
Valéo Italy regrouped its administrative and national
management activities in Santena, near one of these R&D
centres.
4 It must be underlined that Valéo created five technical-sales
offices in Germany, of which the two largest are those in
Stuttgart and in Wolfsburg, each of which also regroups a
technical centre working for the clutch, thermal and motor
habitacle, lighting-signalling and electric systems branches.
Likewise, the Europeanisation of the group went through the
opening in Sweden of production sites and a technical centre,
but only for thermal motor.



notably by taking control of the Spanish firm
Clausor in 1988. However,  unlike in Germany, it
was mainly production sites that were opened in
Spain along with a few Research Centres.5

In Great Britain Valéo bought Delainair in 1989
a manufacturer of air conditioning and wiper
systems.

The group’s globalisation strategy was thus
characterised through 1989 by European
development which was carried out in different
ways according to the countries concerned (the
exception being France) : a majority of production
sites in the Southern European countries (Italy and
Spain), a great deal more technical and sales outlets
compared to the production sites in Germany, and a
low number of production sites assisted by
technical centres (a total of three) in Britain.6

1989 and 1992: Valéo’s Internal Streamlining
and Globalisation towards Japanese, German
and American Builders

After having followed a strategy of external
growth though the multiplication of acquisitions
between 1986 and 1989, the Valéo Group began to
privilege, starting in 1990, a streamlining of the
production activities formerly acquired, at the same
time enlarging its international sites.  It specialised
and regrouped its production sites notably to gain
from economies of scale and variety (Chandler,
1990).  This allowed it to free up financial
resources which could help in its
internationalisation.  The group thus self-financed
(from its cash flow) FRF 3.5 billion of investments
in 1990, a figure representing 8% of its turnover, to
replace or complete existing units.

Confronted with the slump in the auto market at
the end of the 1980s, Valéo drew up a streamlining
plan including closures of around fifteen sites in
Europe and in the U.S., which led to the
elimination of 4000 jobs in 1990, around 10% of its
personnel out of a total of 34,200 employees.  This

                                                
5 Thus, at the end of 1991, Valéo in Germany numbered five
technical-sales offices, two technical centres, an advanced
research centre and two factories, whereas in Spain there were
eight plants (of which five were associated with technical
centres), but no advanced research centre and only one
technical-sales office in Barcelona. All Valéo branches (except
for wiper and electronic systems) possessed at least one
factory in Spain in 1991.
6 As will be seen, Valéo would subsequently multiply its
production sites in the UK to supply equipment to Japanese
transplants.

plan’s goal was to improve productivity, cost price
and product quality in order to increase its
penetration of world automobile markets.7  Valéo
then undertook the restructuring of its leading
activities (temperature control, friction materials,
lighting, electronics) and got rid of activities
considered unprofitable because of their size,
which was considered to be insufficient to face
competition from the world’s major equipment
suppliers (such as the brake systems bought by
Allied Signal) or integral electronics, because of
the specific technological know-how that this
activity requires, skills already possessed by major
international equipment manufacturers such as
Sagem. To sum up,  between 1989 and 1992
Valéo’s strategy attempted to streamline its
activities while still continuing its
internationalisation in the context of a recession.
This strategy was characterised by four
complementary lines:
•  abandoning "peripheral" or unprofitable

activities, with a view to finding the financial
resources to support the growth and
internationalisation of leading activities;

•  streamlining its productive machinery through
the regrouping of each of its branch's activities
to a reduced number of modernised
manufacturing sites, each one adopting the
Valéo Production System applied it at all of its
foreign sites as well as in France to respond to
builders' demands for quality,8

                                                
7 One of the objectives of this restructuring by the Valéo
Group's C.E.O. was to increase the annual turnover per
employee to FRF 700,000.
8 The Production System (applied in the 15 countries where
Valéo is implanted) fits into the "productive model"
implemented by Valéo, which is organised around the five
following main points:
•  Staff Involvement:  insuring promotion of team spirit,

simplifying hierarchy, favouring direct communication,
expanding staff skills (5% of aggregate employee
remuneration is devoted to training);

•  Valéo Production System:  just-in-time organisation with
reduction of inventory, flexibility of production means and
elimination of unproductive operations, permanent
improvement through employee participation and
responsibility, autonomous production teams, posting of
performance indicators, etc.

•  Constant Innovation:  increased research efforts to
conceive innovative, reliable, competitive products in
terms of price, generalisation of organisation by project
and simultaneous product/process engineering,
optimisation of development deadlines, notably through



 creation and setting up of new production sites
along with investments in R&D (creation of
new research and development centres, changes
in new product development procedures, etc.).
Research and development's share of turnover
went from 3.9% in 1989 to 4.4% in 1991, an
investment  increase  of  20.7% (from  FRF  717

 

 

                                                                            
the elaboration of the Valéo Development Charter (based
on those used by Toyota and Renault);

•  Supplier Integration:  selection and reduction of the
number of suppliers, quality audit and supplier conformity
with Valéo quality norms, integration of suppliers in the
research and development of products and systems;

•  Total Quality:  systematic audit of each establishment,
using, as a reference, the highest standards of international
quality, permanent update of the Group Quality
Norm—Valéo 1000—to meet automakers' demands.
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Valéo's external growth

1986:
•  termination by Valéo of the balance of its commercial activities at Valéo distribution (7400 employees),
•  partial acquisition of assets at Bendix France (4700 employees) through Bronzavia Air Equipment (1900

employees),
•  partial acquisition of assets at Ducellier (3300 employees) through its branch of distribution activities at Valéo

Distribution and through its projector activities at Cibié Projecteurs (2500 employees),
•  merger through absorption of Valéo Alternateurs Angers (600 employees) by Paris Rhône (3200 employees)

who then assumed the name EEM (Equipement Electriques Moteur).

1987:
•  creation of Valéo Chausson Thermique (1900 employees) through management leasing of Chausson’s

temperature control activities (7500 employees),

•  merger by Jaeger (5300 employees) of Véglia (1900 employees), Cyclam (40 employees), DAV Industrie
(540 employees) and DAV Equipement (60 employees),

•  absorption of Ducellier (3200 employees) by EEM (3600 employees), followed by partial asset acquisition by
EAM (3600 employees).

1988:
•  partial asset acquisition by Neiman (2100 employees) at Cibié Projecteurs (3400 employees) which became

Valéo Vision,
•  change of name from Valéo Chausson Thermique to Valéo Thermique (1530 employees) following the partial

asset acquisition by Valéo (5800 employees) and Chausson Thermique,

•  acquisition of the Brazilian equipment manufacturer Bongotti Automatina for temperature control  activities,
•  creation of Valéo Wiper Systems (1240 employees) through the partial asset acquisition of EA Marchal (1400

employees),

•  creation of Eli Exhaust (700 employees), following the partial asset acquisition at Luchaire which becomes a
holding company.

1989:
•  acquisitions of the radiator activities of Blackstone (US) and of the heating and ventilation activities of

Delanaire (UK),

•  change of name for Equipement Automobile Marchal which became Valéo Electronics (1500 employees)

1990:
•  creation of Valéo Passenger Temperature Control (2100 employees), of Bendix Friction Materials (1100

employees), through the partial asset acquisition by Valéo (2400 employees),
•  partial asset acquisition by Valéo Electronics (1500 employees) which became Valéo Electromechanics

from Sagem Allumage (800 employees), Valéo Vision (3500 employees) and Cartier Systems, which
became Valéo Electronics, creation of Valéo Passenger Safety (700 employees), of Valéo Commutation
(500 employees) through the partial asset acquisition of Neiman (1500 employees), partial asset acquisition

by Jaeger (3400 employees) of Marelli Autronica.

 million to FRF 866 million), research and
development activities employing more than
2000 people in 1990;

•  internationalisation which, in Europe, moved
considerably away from Spain and Italy towards



Germany and the UK, and which grew thanks to
sales to Japanese builders and the strengthening of
its set-up in North and South America.9

Relinquishing Activities to Free Up Financial
Resources

Valéo retreats from certain activities,
in 1990

After the abandon of four activities judged to
be non-strategic—among which the Hampton

lighting unit in the US and Mitchell temperature
control equipment in Spain—Valéo continued its
recentering policy at the end of 1990.

In October 1990, Valéo sold the Façon

Company (which produced electric and electronic
components for the European auto industry), part
of its electromechanic relay activity of its

subsidiary Cartier Systèmes, which had joined the
group in 1989.  But Valéo kept this subsidiary's
electronics and lighting activities.

Also in October 1990, Valéo relinquished its

brake pad activity (1200 employees under the
Ferodo mark) to the American group Allied Signal
Automotive, number one along with the Jurid and
Bendix brands.  The transaction concerned two

industrial sites:  one at Condé sur Noireau in the
Calvados département (1000 employees), the other
in Spain in Alacala de Henares, near Madrid (200

employees) to which the St Ouen technical centre
is attached.

Valéo signed an agreement in November 1990
to sell off its spark plug activities branch (which

represented 2.3% of its turnover) to the Sagem
group.  For Sagem, specialised in optronics and
telecommunications, it is a sign of its development
through external growth in automobile electronics

(following its partnership agreement with Lucas
for motor controls).  For Valéo, it is a new sell-off
in an area where the equipment supplier was not

able to handle changes in integral electronics, this
speciality being mainly sub-contracted to the
American firm Motorola.

In December 1990, Valéo let go of its horn

                                                
9 Yet, in December 1991, Spain still represented 10% of the
group's turnover and Italy 9%, the latter now finding itself on
the same level as Germany and North America, while the UK
only represents 6% and Asia 4% (compared with 44% for
France).

(klaxon) activities, selling it to the firm
Avertisseurs Réunis, a holding company controlled

by the Moncey company of the Rivaud group.

These transactions were carried out to try and
raise the financial resources to reinforce leading
divisions and to limit the group's debt in an
unfavourable economic situation.  Their objective
was to finance the necessary investments for the
development of leading activities from the group's
own self-finance margin to strengthen Valéo's
position among the world's leading builders.
Actually, the 1990 sell-offs of the plastic injection
firm G. Cartier Industrie, then of Delanair Motors,
of Mitchell Temperature control Equipment in
Spain, of the Hampton Lighting Unit in the US,
and of the Sagem spark plug unit contributed to
reducing Valéo's deficit by FRF 700-800 million
from the FRF 4.3 billion Valéo net debt at the end
of 1989, and to provide for restructuring measures
to the tune of FRF 150 million.

Regrouping Production Activities and its Effects
on Employment

Valéo's second line of strategy during this
period of slower activity was to proceed with
productive streamlining through the closing of
smaller sites which were working beyond full
capacity or in unattractive markets, and regrouping
sites in similar activities.

Valéo regroups its manufacturing sites
In March 1991, Valéo finished the restructuring

of its "alternator" and "starter" sites by closing its
Bourgoin-Jallieu (Isère) plant, which had become
oversized as it was only manufacturing small

series destined for the upkeep of older vehicles.
The plant's activities were transferred to Angers
(Maine et Loire) for second assembly starters and
to L'Isle d'Abeau (Isère) for first assembly heavy

truck starters.  Since 1987, Valéo has dedicated
more than a billion francs to restructure its
"alternators" and "starters" which are now

concentrated in plants in Angers, L'Isle d'Abeau
and Etaples.

In 1991, Valéo passenger safety streamlined its
acquired production units:  Clausor in Spain,

Tobbe in Germany, where the branch was
concentrated on only one site near Munich.



At the same time, Valéo reduced personnel at
its Spanish clutch firm plants in Murcia and

Fuenlabrada (Madrid) by 10% and dismantled its
Italian factory at Mondovia.  Thus, the equipment
supplier was partially able to get out of its Spanish
factories to the benefit of two new ones:  in the UK

(on request from Rover) and in Eastern Germany
(on request from Volkswagen).

This regrouping, along with the abandons in the
1990s, provoked a lowering of the group's
personnel.  Valéo's 1991 balance sheet shows that
there was a 21% drop in employees between the
end of 1989 (34,200 employees) and end 1991
(27,000 employees) and that operating costs
dropped sharply from FRF 1.415 billion to FRF
878 million (with a further fall to FRF 676 million
in  1990).  Of  the  three   leading   Valéo   markets

The Three Plants Created in France between 1990 and 1992:
•  The Meung sur Loire factory, near Orléans (open in 1991) to produce electronic components for the

Passenger Temperature and Safety (anti-theft) branches.  This plant was created to replace progressively the

two older sites (at Beaugency and Aix-les-Bains).  This site represented a 100 million franc investment and

employed 500 people (of which 200 engineers and technicians).

•  The friction materials factory at Athis-de-l'Orne in Normandy, specialised in the production of brake pads,

which grouped together approximately 400 people and produced 30 million brake pads per year.  This plant

was created to handle the development of new products which required new production conditions

(automation, etc.).  The former brake pad factory (at Condé-sur-Noireau) would continue to produce pads

using traditional technology for industrial vehicles.  But this transfer also led to 300 job losses (early

retirement, etc.).10

•  The lighting plant at Hirson in the Aisne department, to manufacture correctors of lighting range (which

makes up an essential element in the development of lighting systems).  This factory, opened in 1993, would

have had around 100 people for a turnover of FRF 150-200 million per year, with investments estimated to

be FRF 50 million.

The Three R&D Centres Created between 1990 and 1992 are:
•  The clutch activity technical centre at Amiens on the production site of the Valéo Clutches factory, where a

measurement laboratory, test tracks and prototype workshops were located, the Advanced Research Centre

being in St Ouen.

•  The Electronics Research Centre (for the electrical systems, passenger safety and electronics branches) in

Créteil in the greater Paris area, regrouping 200 people.

•  The Electric Motor Research Centre (CEREME) in St Quentin en Yvelines in the Paris area.11

                                                
10 The location of the new site, whose main location criterion is proximity to a large city, was chosen to benefit from a
technological environment and a human potential benefiting from technical and university education.
11 The R&D centre at St Quentin en Yvelines (100 people) regroups the different technical centres that the branches use (habitacle
safety, thermal motor and wiper systems) to adapt electric motors to their own needs.  This new research centre groups together
100 people and should develop new electric motors according to the needs of the three branches (production estimated to be
75,000 motors per day in the world).
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 (Europe,  the  US  and  Brazil), sales  fell  by 8%
in  the  last  quarter of 1990.  Valéo  reduced  its
temporary  help  by  50%  in  the  second  semester
of 1990.  It also  cut  2500  jobs  starting  in  May
1991 (1200  in  France  and  the  rest  essentially  in
the  US  and  Brazil).  The group's  personnel  was
thus  brought  to 26,500 employees at the
beginning  of  1992 (15,000  in  France  and 11,500
in  the world).  Part  of  these  cuts  included
outright  redundancies.

The Creation of New Production and
Research Sites

The third part of Valéo's streamlining strategy
during the recession at the  beginning of the  1990s
was the development of its leading activities on the
international level, by improving its sales and R&D
efforts, and by creating new production and
research sites.

It is important to notice that many of these
creations took place via transfers of activity to the
detriment of the group's older factories.  In France,
outright plant creations became very rare as of
1990, which corresponded to the strategy that the
group preferred, favouring its growth by
production units located abroad.

The creation of these sites did not only concern
France.  Over this period, Valéo redeployed its
activities on the European level, notably working
for Japanese transplants and German builders, and
also on the international level, by increasing its
locations in North and South America.

Internationalisation Oriented towards Japanese,
German and American Builders

The fourth part of Valéo's strategy was more
internationalisation geared toward Japanese and
American automakers, who suffer less from the
shrinking European car market, while at the same
time strengthening its market shares with German
constructors.

1988 - 1992:  Valéo Concentrated its
Internationalisation Strategy on Japanese Builders

Valéo made heavy investments in the UK
between 1988 and 1992, to handle orders coming
from Japanese transplants (Nissan, Honda and
Toyota).  In 1990, the heating and air conditioning
activities, inherited from the British firm Delanair,
were regrouped in a new plant in Wales at

Gorseinon to meet needs in heating, ventilation and
air conditioning.  Valéo Friction Materials
concentrated itself on clutch pads.  Moreover, this
branch developed its international positions,
becoming supplier to Japanese builders such as
Nissan, Subaru and Isuzu, by consolidating its
position as worldwide number one.  In 1991, Valéo
Lighting-Signalling implemented new technologies
such as complex surface anti-fog headlights for
Renault and Nissan, and lighting range correctors.
The Alternator-Starter branch led to new and
important markets in England with Honda thanks
to its new lines of internally-ventilated alternators
and reduction starters.  The internationalisation of
Valéo Wipers also took place through its setting up
in the UK.  Finally, at the beginning of 1992, Valéo
Passenger signed an outline agreement with the
Japanese equipment manufacturer Alpha
Corporation—a major supplier of Nissan—whose
turnover totalled FRF 2 billion in anti-theft systems
and auto locksmithing.  To that can be added
improved Valéo sales and technical presence in
Japan, with the opening in 1989 of technical-sales
offices in Tokyo.

Thus in 1991, equipment sales of the British12

sites represented around FRF 2 billion, roughly
10% of the group's turnover.  In 1992, Valéo
Lighting-Signalling was congratulated by Nissan
for having realised better quality, reactivity and
development capacity performances during the
launch of the new Micra and Primera models.

But Valéo did not intend to limit itself to
supplying equipment for Japanese transplants in the
UK.  The group multiplied its investment in the
US, notably to profit from the Bush-Miyazawa
accord on increasing American spare parts exports
to Japan.  However, this internationalisation
towards Japanese and American builders did not go
easily, as both countries have production systems
integrated with their suppliers.

Penetration of the Japanese and American Markets
that Was Not Without Obstacles

In Japan, builders work with their equipment
subsidiaries and practically do not call upon

                                                
12 The sites located in the UK are:  the Gorseinon plant, for
thermal habitacle activity, the Blyth factory for passenger
safety, the Hengoed plant for wiper systems and the Woodgate
site for clutches.  This last site also regroups a technical centre
and technical-sales offices serving the four types of activities
set up in Great Britain.



foreign suppliers (Lecler, 1993).  What's more, in
most cases, the Japanese equipment manufacturers
follow their builders abroad and acquire medium-
sized firms, which explains the strengthening of
their sales positions in Europe (Lagendijk, Laigle,
Pike, Vale, 1996).  Consequently, Japanese
transplants only make use of foreign equipment
suppliers when their own suppliers do not have
local subsidiaries or when their accredited suppliers
were not able to give them the product then need.13

In these conditions, Valéo's strategy was to offer
products or systems which do not exist in Japan
and which are particularly adapted to European
safety regulations and the prerogatives of insurance
companies (mandatory anti-theft systems mounted
on Japanese cars manufactured in England, for
example).  In 1995, Valéo was able to make 5% of
its turnover with Japanese builders.

The difficulties that Valéo met to gain a
foothold in the American market are similar, since
Ford and GM already have their own, in-house
suppliers.  Moreover, the strength wielded by the
UAW—the automobile industry union, namely
concerning the choice of suppliers that
manufacturers can make—is not to be
underestimated in the obstacles that European
suppliers run up against in their conquest of the
American market.  Still, Valéo managed to obtain
15% of its turnover in North America, Chrysler
being the group's third-largest customer.

From 1990:  Reinforcement of the Group's Leading
Branches by Internationalisation in Germany and
the United States

Between 1990 and 1992, Valéo launched itself
in the construction of five plants (outside of France
and Great Britain):
•  in the former West Germany, in the area of

passenger safety, Valéo regrouped three units
on the Erdweg site;

•  in the ex-GDR, where  Valéo  took  over
the clutch activity  of  the  German  Renak
Company  and  constructed  a  new  factory  on
its  Reichenbach  site  to  carry out assembly  of
complete  clutches  from  components
furnished by European  sites at Amiens
(France), Fuenlabrada  (Spain) and  Mondovi
(Italy), this new factory  working  for

                                                
13 The possibilities are more open with a group like Honda,
whose growth is turned towards outside of Japan.

Volkswagen14  (Passat  and  Golf)  and  for
Opel15  (Astra  and  Vectra);

•  in the US, the Valéo American subsidiary
Blackstone (motor temperature control)
invested  in  a  new unit at Greensburg in
Indiana to deliver new, complete  motor
cooling modules (for the Clio and  the
American market);

•   in  Mexico,  Valéo  also  created  a  new
plant  in  the motor  temperature  control
branch  at San  Luis  Potosi,  which  stems
directly  from  the  regrouping  of  the  Valéo
and  Blackstone  units (besides  the  temperature
control factory created  in  Brazil  two  years
earlier);

•  finally, in  Turkey, after having  purchased
51% of Transturk  Elektrik, Valéo  built  a
plant  to produce and  distribute  alternators  and
starters (which  represented  the  third Valéo
site in Turkey, after those created to deliver
motor cooling systems and clutches for the
Renault and Fiat factories).

1993-1997:  GROWTH FOUNDED ON
GLOBALISATION OF "LEADER"
BRANCHES

The economic recovery that occurred in the
second half of 1993 and in 1994 allowed Valéo to
strengthen its growth strategy through the
internationalisation of its leading branches
(lighting-signalling, temperature control-air
conditioning, clutches and passenger safety), first
oriented towards North America and Eastern
Europe in the expansion of the early 1990s (but
with new countries such as Poland), then towards
Asia, in particular emerging countries such as
China and Korea.

More Open Internationalisation for North
America, Eastern Europe and Asia

Despite a 2% drop in turnover in 1993, Valéo's
sales progressed by 38% in America and Asia, to

                                                
14 Volkswagen is alleged to have guaranteed Valéo sales
volumes, or 25% of clutch supplies compared with 10%
before, so as to encourage it to open a new factory at
Reichenbach.
15 It must be underlined also that the Alternator-Starter branch
led to new significant markets in Germany with Mercedes,
Audi, BMW and Opel.



represent 23% of its consolidated turnover,
compared with 16% in 1992.  However, sales
slumped 10% in Europe, due to the 16% fall in
European auto production.  Thus, in 1993, it is
because of international growth outside of Europe,
conjugated with the streamlining efforts made by
the whole group, that contributed decisively to the
consolidation of Valéo's results and allowed it to
counter the decline in the car market.  It then
appeared—taking the recession in the European
auto industry into account—that Valéo had every
interest in pursuing its internationalisation strategy,
by developing its technological competitive
advantage in leading branches.

In 1994, Valéo obtained a 14% improvement in
its turnover in comparison with the preceding year
(from FRF 20 billion to FRF 23 billion).
Worldwide employment increased 10%, going
from 25,400 to 28,100 employees.  The number of
engineers and R&D technicians grew by 15%,
reaching 2,350 people in one year at the end of
1994.  Annual R&D spending made up for 5.5% of
turnover in 1994, compared with 5.2% in 1993 and
4.7% in 1992.  During this year, Valéo realised
40% of its turnover in France (compared with 44%
in 1991), 37% in the rest of Europe and 13% in
North America.  In first assembly equipment, sales
progressed by 15% in North America (becoming
the second market after France), 18% for all of
Europe and South America, and 80% in Asia.

This trend for development of sales in America,
Asia and Europe (notably Eastern Europe)
continued in 1996.  In 1996 the Valéo group
recorded increased turnover of 14.4%, at FRF 28.9
billion.16  2.5 points of this progress is linked to the
enlargement of the group's world perimeter.
International sales in 1996 represented 68% of the
total of the group's sales (compared with 63% in
1995 and 56% in 1991).  These progressed over
1996:

•  +25% in Europe (excepting France), which
represented, in December 1996, 46% of the

group's turnover;
•  +23% in North America, which now

represented 13% of turnover;

•  +16% in Asia and South America.

                                                
16 In December 1996, the number of employees in the group in
France was 16,300 people (compared with 15,400 in 1995),
and 32,500 people in the world (against 29,600 in 1995).

In actual fact, this internationalisation happened
differently for each of the group's leading branches,
confronted with different environmental and
technological environments.

Closer Competition for the Lighting-Signalling
Branch

The lighting-signalling branch in 1994 opened a
new factory in Pianezza, Italy, after the plant built
in 1993 in Hirson on the Aisne département in
France.  In addition, an international research and
development centre was created in Bobigny, near
Paris, comprising extremely large prototyping and
testing means.17  In 1995, Valéo signed a contract
with Honda in Japan to deliver headlights from
French plants.  In the first half of 1996, Valéo
opened a new lights factory in Canada.  At the end
of 1996, Valéo decided to close its rear-signalling
plant in Evreux, France to transfer its
manufacturing and blinker activities to the French
sites at Sens (600 people in the Yonne
département) and Mazamet (400 people in the
Tarn).  According to the group's management, this
closing was justified by the necessity to "safeguard
the activity's competitiveness by strengthening
plant specialisation and reducing manufacturing
costs."

It must be said that competition in lighting and
signalling was getting more intense.  For example,
in the Mégane project, Valéo only supplied the
headlights for the coupe model, while Amiclas won
the market for the sedan and Scénic models.
Present in France (Axo Scintex), in Spain (Yorka)
and in Italy (Altissimo), Amiclas, which chalked
up nearly FRF 1 billion in turnover, today employs
nearly 350 people in France.

                                                
17 This centre, which intervenes mainly in three areas (design
of optic systems, transformation of materials, and style)
represented an investment of FRF 300 million and regrouped
300 engineers and technicians, of which 40 people dedicated to
research and technological transfers.  The centre has a rapid
prototype workshop at its disposal, connected directly to
computer simulation and imaging of research department
projects:  once a research result is validated, everything is done
to streamline and automate its application in the project
framework.  Up to 80% of technical solutions used on a new
major model comes from standard libraries (300 projects in
1994), which allows for a cut in development time of
practically half.  It is true that lighting made up FRF 3.6 billion
at Valéo in 1994, or 15% of its turnover, 55% of which is
turned towards exports.



The European signalling market this appeared to
be highly competitive:  of course, Valéo detained
33% of this market in 1996, but Amiclas conquered
25%, Hella 20% and Magneti Marelli 10%.  What's
more, the joint venture that the British firm Britax
has just signed with the Japanese Koito now allows
it to offer overall lighting and signalling systems.

Mergers and Internationalisation in the
Passenger and Motor Temperature Control
Branches

As of 1993 the passenger and motor heating
branches went through major changes.  These two
branches were merged, with a view to offer a
complete temperature control system to builder-
customers.18

The degree of internationalisation of Valéo's
temperature control activities grew sharply
between 1993 and 1997.  Valéo accelerated its
internationalisation with the acquisition in 1994 of
the German electronics firm Borg Instruments and
the creation of a joint venture with Siemens.
Conceived to compete with Japanese and American
competitors on the air conditioning market, this
joint venture with Siemens would allow Valéo to
augment the number of passenger heating series
(air conditioning and small electric motors) and,
most of all, to offer air conditioning systems for
German builders (Mercedes-Benz, BMW, and
Volkswagen). Moreover, the equipment
manufacturer upgraded its Swedish site in Mjallby
in 1996, which then became the group's European
centre for temperature control systems in lorry
activities.

Valéo created new factories in North America in
1994, buying Lake Center Industries, a subsidiary
of Atkinson, which produces electronic equipment
for heating and air conditioning control panels.
This acquisition allowed it to develop its relations

                                                
18 As the different "hot and cold" thermal elements use the
same technology and have connecting points in the vehicle
(the air conditioning unit is linked to the motor's water
circulation system), the stakes of regrouping are to benefit
from research synergy and profit from very heavy investment
(as climactic chambers and test grounds).  In the same vein, on
the production side, they now plan on producing parts destined
indifferently to engine or passenger temperature control on the
same sites.  A passenger temperature workshop has in fact
been set up in the Italian motor temperature factory in
Frosinine.  By obtaining high volumes, the firm equally counts
on better negotiating purchases of raw materials and
aluminium tubes.

with Chrysler, GM and Ford.  Valéo is also
strengthening its position in air conditioners in the
US by creating a new site by Spring 1997 in
Hamilton, Ohio which should employ 300 people
in 1998.  This new set-up will complete that in
Greensburg, Indiana, specialised in the production
of temperature control exchangers.  To that may be
added in 1997 the creation of a motor and
passenger temperature control research and
development centre in Detroit, with 300 people and
representing a $30 million investment.

In 1994 Valéo also proceeded with two joint
ventures in Argentina with the industrial firm Casa
Radiadores Argentina, which produces aluminium
radiators for the Argentine and Brazilian markets,
which adds to the two plants created in Mexico and
Brazil in the passenger heating area.  In 1996,
Valéo concluded an agreement to participate in
Mirgor, the main manufacturer of air conditioners
in Argentina.

Openings to the East
The Valéo group began setting up in Poland in

1994 to serve the Korean Daewoo assembly units.
In November 1995, Valéo acquired 80% of the
clutch activity at FSO through the creation of a
joint venture in which the Polish builder will have
20% to manufacture and market clutches from the
Kozuchow plant.

Moreover, Valéo created to subsidiaries in
Poland in July 1996:  one specialised in motor
cooling systems, and the other in the marketing of
the group's products on the Polish spare parts
market.  Valéo distribution Dystrybycja will also
be present in Belarus and in the Baltic countries.
With these new sites, Valéo hopes to open the
doors of new markets in Eastern Europe.

Establishment in Asia
During the same period, Valéo multiplied joint

ventures in China and Korea.  In China, Valéo
Wiper Systems signed a licensing contract in 1994
with the Wenling Auto Parts Factory.  The contract
covered the manufacturing of complete wiper
systems.  Wenling is the wiper supplier for most
Chinese and European builders operating in China
(Peugeot, Audi and Volkswagen).  In the same
year, Valéo drew up a joint venture in
China—Valéo Automotive Air Conditioning—in
Hubei for cooled and conditioned air.  In December
1994, Valéo developed its third joint venture in



China with the Shanghai Automotive Industry
Corporation (SAIC19) to make alternators and
starters especially for the Chinese car market.  In
1996, the Shanghai Valéo Automotive Electrical
Systems Company took over the alternator and
starter activities from SAEW, a Chinese industrial
group, subsidiary of Shanghai Automotive
Industry Corporation (SAIC).

In Korea, Valéo created a plant specialised in
motor temperature control in Chochiwon, besides
the existing Taegu clutch plant.  Asia thus appeared
as the new territory for the group's conquest.  If
Asia did not generate 5% of turnover in 1994, the
10% goal was nearly obtained at the beginning of
1997.

This new form of internationalisation towards
Asia marked a turning point in the international
strategy for the Valéo group as well as for
equipment suppliers (Lecler, 1996).  It is no longer
only about accompanying major builder-partners to
their foreign premises, but about generating new
outlets with new builder-customers who are not
part of those traditionally set up in industrialised
countries.

The Development of Passenger Safety:  a Leader
Market

In June 1996 Valéo bought Fist Spa, the Italian
leader for car door handles and locks based in
Turin and which employs 270 people.  This
acquisition allowed the passenger safety branch of
Valéo to strengthen its position in the area of
mechanical and electronic access and safety
systems for passenger areas.  Valéo reinforced its
passenger safety branch by purchasing Lock
Systems in November 1996 from the German firm
Ymos, subsidiary of the Belgian steel company
Cockerill Sambre.  Lock Systems, specialised in
door locking and anti-theft systems, recorded FRF
1 billion in turnover and makes use of 5 production
sites in Germany, France, Great Britain20 and in
Spain, and employs 1400 people.  With this
operation, which came after the acquisition of the
Italian firm Fist Spa, Valéo's passenger safety
branch was now able to offer a complete system in

                                                
19 SAIC produced the Santana vehicle in association with
Volkswagen.
20 Valéo sold its British windscreen wiper activity to the
American supplier Textron in July 1996.  This activity is
located in Hengoed in the UK, represents a FRF 100 million
turnover (£12.7 million), and employs 180 people.

the area of door locking in and mechanical and
electronic anti-theft systems.  This branch was to
make a turnover of FRF 3 billion, which Valéo
considers to be the critical size to allow it to
intensify technological development and
internationalisation .

International Setting Up of R&D Centres
The group is aiming at reinforcing its research

and development means by pursuing the
constitution of a number of specialised sites around
Paris, near its decision-making centres and those of
French builders, but also abroad near its major
customers to adapt itself better to their needs.
Valéo has already set up three out of thirteen
research and development centres outside of France
(Germany, Sweden, the US).  In 1995, it created a
fourth in Great Britain, specialised in electronics
for passenger safety.  Valéo is also going to open
an air conditioner and motor temperature control
research and development centre in Detroit, where
350 technicians will be assigned.  This centre is
located near the premises of the three major
American car builders, but also near Japanese
builders.  Still, the majority of the group's R&D
centres will remain in the Paris area, where Valéo
has regrouped six of its nine centres located in
France.

1996:  A Troubled Year for the Change of
Valéo's Capital

Since the abandon in November 1996 of the
27.4% of Valéo capital held by Cerus (subsidiary
of De Benedetti), the CGIP, which bought the
biggest part, has held 20.2%, while the Caisse des
Dépôts et Consignations 6.8%, French institutional
investors 19.6%, American investors 14.6%,
British investors 16.7% and other foreign investors
15.6%.

Beyond this division, debates and talks took
place in 1996, which would be interesting to
mention here. The main question asked was that of
the stakes and consequences of a future purchase of
Valéo's shares by subsidiaries owned by direct
competitors of French builders, such as Delphi, a
subsidiary of GM, the world's largest automaker.
What resulted from these discussions is that the
technological contents of the systems supplied has
become such that constructors are now dependant
on their suppliers for more than 50% of vehicle
technical evolution.  This is even more so,



considering that equipment manufacturers can
transfer a part of their technological advance to
their builder-customers.  It has also become
practically impossible to reintegrate these
"functional systems'" innovation activities into
builders' plants, seeing that their research costs are
now too high to be borne by a sole constructor.

In these conditions, the purchase of a supplier
like Valéo by a subsidiary of a foreign builder
presents a risk—for French builders—of becoming
"second-rate" customers.  In other words, Valéo
would have been encouraged to keep the "first-
hand status" of their discoveries from the
subsidiary who had acquired it, and likewise, from
its main shareholder (a foreign builder), which
could have aggravated the relative backwardness of
French automakers in comparison to their
international competitors.  From this point of view,
it is easy to understand why French builders (but
also public authorities) rose up against the takeover
of Valéo by a competitor's subsidiary, something
that would have given rise to a transfer of the
group's R&D activities outside of France, or even a
transfer of numerous production sites, with dire
consequences on employment in the automobile
sector in France.

1997-98:  Pursuit of the Internal and External
Growth Regrouping Strategy through
Internationalisation

Valéo's internationalisation strategy, since the
end of 1993, has been to reinforce its links with
American, German and Japanese automakers
(giving rise to new factories, but also R&D centres
in these countries), and to develop new relations
with emerging countries' suppliers and builders,
such as those in India and China.

For 1997-98 the group counts on pursuing its
external growth and internal restructuring
strategy.21

On the one hand, Valéo is considering
continuing its industrial streamlining by reducing
the number of medium-sized factories and
regrouping its production to a reduced number of
sites to obtain effects of volume, productivity gains

                                                
21 The group's management is hoping for favourable European
markets for 1997, thanks to low interest rates, the end of
overevaluation of the franc and the mark, and contained
inflation.

and structure.22  Valéo thus counts on meeting the
builders' requests for price decreases23 and
financing a 14% increase in research and
development from cash flow for 1997.  In the long
term, it plans on constituting sites specialised in a
type of product that it would deliver to all the
builders on a given continent (US, Europe, etc.), in
order to gain economies of scale and improve their
competitiveness-price ratio.  It is, in fact, already
the case for alternators and starters whose French
factory suppliers all European builders.  It would
seem to be moving towards the transnationalisation
of the group's production sites, through the
concentration of manufacturing sites and the
homogenisation of applied productive models
(application of the Valéo Production System on all
sites).

On the other  hand, this strategy must be
rationalised by delocations (often medium-sized
concerns), toward which the equipment maker has
been led to conquer new car market shares.  The
group's strategy thus rests essentially on the
expansion of market shares through external
growth by developing new joint ventures with
"indigenous" suppliers to deliver components to
builders located abroad.  Valéo is planning on
carrying out half its activities outside of Europe
within five years' time, compared to 22% today, by
intensifying the internationalisation of its leading
branches.24

In this framework, Valéo is intent on continuing
its efforts to enter the Asian market, by trying to
supply Japanese builders in Japan (which is already

                                                
22 Valéo, for 1997-98, is considering industrial redeployment
in Western Europe, from a FRF 6 billion industrial investment
scheme, including the modernisation and enlargement of
European factories (60 sites, of which 27 in France) in which it
intends to concentrate its production.
23 Overcapacity in the worldwide auto industry puts enormous
pressure on prices, to which, according to the group's
management, the group must respond by 10% productivity
gains for 1997-98 (against 5.8% in 1996).
24 The group no longer plans to commit itself to diversification
in sectors already occupied by major industry leaders, such as
Bosch, for motor injection.  It is more concerned in expanding
market shares on the international level, into clutches,
passenger safety and air conditioning, alternators and starters,
while still keeping abreast of technological innovations which
are going to concern these different branches in the coming
years.  The latter have in common being directly concerned by
the vehicle's electric architecture, which will soon be
considerably modified.  Valéo expects to begin these
innovations in the areas of small electric motors.



the case for the Honda Civic), but most of all to
profit from existing development potentials in
Southeast Asia, India25 and China.  Concurrently,
Valéo is considering carrying on its expansion in
the US, which represents the largest world market
in terms of growth26 (compared with the saturated
European market) and towards South American
countries such as Brazil, Argentina and Mexico.

CONCLUSION

Since the 1980s, Valéo has followed several
internationalisation strategies.  The external growth
and "Europeanisation" scheme was succeeded by a
strategy of industrial restructuring and
internationalisation of its leading branches.  First of
all, the group oriented itself toward the conquering
of market shares with Japanese, American and
German builders, then towards the fortification of
these relations—notably through the opening of
R&D centres near these builders—and finally
through the setting up of new production sites in
the emerging countries of Eastern Europe and Asia.

The Valéo group's internationalisation was thus
consequently carried out by a reconcentration on its
leading activities, a continued and increased R&D
effort, industrial restructuring, and regrouping of its
production activities.  The tension between the
concentration of production activities (sought out
to obtain economies of scale on "mature" markets)
and delocations (towards builders' new sites)
appears to be the highest stakes of the auto industry
equipment suppliers' internationalisation trajectory.

In the future, Valéo seems to found itself on a
strategy of commonalisation (the division of main
organs and components for different range
segments), by favouring the creation of continental
production sites on markets such as Europe and the
US. At the same time, the group intends on

                                                
25 In 1996, Valéo signed an agreement of protocol with the
Indian clutch leader Amalgamations Ltd and plans on
continuing this strategy in India to multiply its investments by
1999.
26 Valéo thus recognises American builders' competitiveness-
price ratio that is not linked to their salary costs (similar to
those in Europe where plants are less union-dominated and,
therefore, have a certain amount of salary competitiveness),
but stemming from the high volumes that the American
industry generates and its production costs, which are far
below those in Europe.

continuing the conquest of new markets, which
would  require a certain adaptation of products and
socio-productive models. The group's
internationalisation strategy would therefore
correspond to the regional diversification /
worldwide commonalisation scenario evoked by
Freyssenet and Lung (1996).
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